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GLOBALIZATION OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 
Abstract. The process of globalization acquires the greatest importance in the 
modern world. It refers to the increased consciousness of the world as a whole and 
effects the world languages, which are regarded as an essential medium of developing 
the ability of communication across culture. The spread of the English language 
facilitates the uniformity of the world, but endangers the existed multilingualism and 
multiculturalism. The given paper describes the global processes and their palpable 
impact on the usage, knowledge and preservation of the world language. 
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ГЛОБАЛИЗАЦИЯ АНГЛИЙСКОГО ЯЗЫКА 
 
Аннотация. Процесс глобализации приобретает важнейшее значение в 
современном мире. Это относится к возросшему осознанию мира в целом и 
влияет на мировые языки, которые считаются главным средством развития 
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общения в разных культурах. Распространение английского языка способствует 
единообразию мира, но ставит под угрозу существующее многоязычие и 
мультикультурализм. В данной статье описаны глобальные процессы и их 
ощутимое влияние на использование, знание и сохранение мирового языка. 
Ключевые слова: глобализация, язык, интернациональность, 
единообразие, английский язык.  
 
There is strengthening of one language in the world for international 
communication. In the end of 1990s. the concept of «globalization» became firmly 
established in the scientific circulation, which is used today not only by scientists, but 
also by everyone - from politicians and representatives of the media to housewives. 
The term «globalization» includes an understanding of the processes taking place in 
the world, epoch-making changes that make all existing territorial boundaries 
conventional and permeable. In other words, globalization is a historical process of 
uniting the economies of the countries of the world, the creation of a single legal, 
economic and information space, the process of transforming the world into a single 
system with common characteristics. One of the hallmarks of globalization is the 
spread of the English language throughout the world, since in a global society there is 
a need for a language that is understandable for everyone. The selection of the English 
language as the language of the world globalization was facilitated by many socio-
historical factors, including the political and military power of the countries speaking 
this language, a large number of former English colonies, the dominance of Great 
Britain and the United States in the post-war era, a high level of scientific and technical 
research, the spread of mass media, advertising and the Internet, promoting the image 
of a successful native speaker who «built his dream». As a global language, English is 
penetrating deeper and deeper into most of the world's languages. The processes of 
strengthening English have a significant impact not only on languages, but also on the 
culture of countries and life.  
Globalization means the speedup of movements and exchanges (of human 
beings, goods, and services, capital, technologies or cultural practices) all over the 
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planet. One of the effects of globalization is that it promotes and increases interactions 
between different regions and populations around the globe [1]. Language 
globalization is a process by which all forms of a language system are transformed into 
a single global language system. English is considered the most important international 
language. This first happened in the 19th century as a result of the colonial policy of 
the British Empire. But for a certain time this status passed to the German language 
thanks to the achievements of German scientists at that time. In the 20th century, 
English regained its title of international language and retains this status to this day. 
There are several theories about this. One of hypothesis is that the media both are 
vehicles of Anglo-Saxon culture and contribute to the anglicization of global culture 
[4]. The media are more than a neutral channel through which Anglo-American culture 
spreads; by virtue of their institutional structure and a strong dominance of English-
speaking actors in the software industry in a broader sense they actively contribute to 
cementing the paramountcy of English over other languages. Globalization has 
affected all spheres of life: economy, politics, culture and others. The spread of the 
English language has some negative impacts. The increased risk of uniformity 
endangers the disappearance of some world languages «under the shadow» of the 
dominant one [3]. According to the experts’ recent estimations, within a few 
generations «more than 50 percent of the estimated 7000 languages spoken in the world 
today may disappear» [2]. The regression of linguistic diversity is more vividly seen in 
South America, North East Asia and Siberia. But there are some weakened languages 
in Europe. The scholars are concerned with such consequences. The disappearance of 
some world languages may cause the disappearance of cultures, because the language 
is a determining factor of the cultural identity of diverse groups and individuals.  
Through the language representatives of each nation build, understand and 
express their emotions, intentions and values, confirm social relationships and transmit 
cultural expressions and practices [2]. Besides the facilitated emergence of the risk of 
uniformity, global processes have a palpable impact on the usage, knowledge and 
preservation of languages.   
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The change in the situation is possible by expanding the conditions for the 
functioning of native languages, increasing their status. This is the publication of 
literature in native languages, media support in native languages. Only people 
themselves can change the current situation. 
Summarizing the above, the research is conducted in order to find ways to 
preserve national languages and traditions through the definition of language 
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